Different Training Programs of Mini-Basketball Players Have a Different Effect on Physical and Technical Preparation
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ABSTRACT

Background. Basketball coaches need to find or create an effective training program while developing and training mini-basketball players. Only an effective and certified training program can help optimize the training process and bring success. So our aim of the analysis was also to determine and evaluate the effectivity of different training programs for mini-basketball players (8–9 years old).

Methods. The study included (n = 38) mini-basketball (aged 8.5 ± 0.27 years) players. During the study, the subjects were split into three separate groups of training programs (universal, technical, integral). Groups were formed in random order, based on their place of residence. Mini-basketball players of different training programs were tested before and after the study, which lasted for 4 months (17 weeks) during the competitive period.

Results. The analysis of the results showed that the indicators increased the most after applying the Universal Training Program (UTP). After applying the UTP for 4 months, the indicators of speed increased by 1.9% and agility by 4.99% (p < .05), however, speed-strength increased by 4.64% and endurance by – 5.64% when applying the Technical Training Program (TTP). The most time in TTP was spent developing skills (30.7%), but all of the indicators of technical skills increased, in UTP 20.3% of all the training time was spent on technical fitness. The indicators of dribbling (control dribble test) in the Universal Training Programme increased by 10.91% (p < .05), (20m basketball dribbling test) by 3.7% (p < .05), shooting by 21.06% (p < .05).

Conclusions. The results of the study showed that the mini-basketball players participating in the study corresponded to a good level of preparation. The most effective program for mini-basketballs players – Universal Training Program, in which an equal amount of attention is given to integral, physical and technical fitness.
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INTRODUCTION

During the initial stages of preparation (7 to 10 years of age), fundamental skills of movement and technique are in development (Malina, Bouchard, & Bar-Or, 2004). While working with mini-basketball players, it is essential to understand the main peculiarities of their development and to plan and prepare separate individual cycles of athletic training programs according to it. The program should aid in planning, controlling and operating the process of training not only during the yearly training cycle, but also during the days of individual microcycles or training sessions (Butautas, 2002; Kreivytė, 2012; Matulaitis, 2013; Paulauskas, 2015; Rudzitis, 2003; Stonkus, 2003).

While developing a talented athlete who is aspiring for great athletic performance, it is important to structure a single-minded program
and coherently implement it in practice (Ford et al., 2011). It is important to apply optimal training methods for talented athletes. Inaccurate training system does not allow the athletes to fully display their potential, whereas a consistent system of sports training can quicken the upturn of athletic performance (Balyi & Williams, 2009; Malina et al., 2004). An important condition of effective sports training is the control of sports training, the estimation and evaluation of the players’ physical development, physical fitness and changes in technical skills (Matulaitis, Skarbalius, Abrantes, Goncalves, & Sampaio, 2019).

Different training programs are applied while training 8–9-year-old basketball players, but their effectivity for physical development is not justified. What training programs are the most effective for the physical development of 8–9-year-old basketball players?

The aim of analysis was to determine and evaluate the effectivity of different training programs for mini-basketball players (8–9 years old).

## METHODS

### Subjects.
The 8–9 (8.5 ± 0.27) year old mini-basketball players (n = 38) of Lithuania, Kaunas city, participated in the study (Table 1).

### Research process and training programs.
During the study, the subjects were split into three separate groups of training programs (universal, technical, integral). The groups were formed in random order, based on their place of residence. Mini-basketball players of different training programs were tested before and after the study, which lasted for 4 months (17 weeks) during the competitive period. The content of training was recorded during every training session. Without regularly applicable integral, technical and-physical types of training, two very significant types of training content were emphasized: the preparation of the players for the main part of training (warm-up), and the time for recovery between physical exercise during training (Gamble, 2010). An intended time-limit was indicated at each type of preparation in every protocol of exercise recording and the time-limit (in minutes) and percentages were calculated after training. The content of applied types of training was recorded by the trainer, who would then document the intended time-limit in the protocol of recording.

The content of experimental training programs was documented throughout the study (Table 2, Figure 1). An equal amount of attention in Universal Training Program (UTP) was given to technical (20.3%), integral (26.8%), and physical (20.3%) training; in Technical Training Program (TTP) to technical – 28.5% and integral – 30.7%; in Integral Training Program (ITP) the most attention was given to integral training – 40.5%.

### Testing.
The tests were initiated twice: at the start of the study and after it. Before and after the study, the subjects were being tested for two days in a row at the same time of the day (after lunch between 15.00 and 18.00). Before the testing, the subjects were informed about the testing and its sequence, as well as about the significance of the research. Ten minutes before the testing, the subjects performed the standard warm-up (similar to the one performed during the practice sessions) led by their coach. Testing for the subject groups was performed in a 2-day period. In the first testing we measured the anthropometric and 20 m running, Illinois agility, vertical jump with swings the arms backward, 6 min running test (around 90 min). The second day was dedicated to the measurement of control dribble, 20 m basketball dribbling, shooting from close to the basket test of the subjects (around 90 min).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Universal Training Program (UTP)</th>
<th>Technical Training Program (TTP)</th>
<th>Integral Training Program (ITP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects (n)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>8.42 ± 0.22</td>
<td>8.66 ± 0.27</td>
<td>8.51 ± 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass (kg)</td>
<td>31.6 ± 5.5</td>
<td>33.2 ± 6.8</td>
<td>33.3 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>135.2 ± 7.2</td>
<td>140.6 ± 6.3</td>
<td>138 ± 6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Regulatory part of training programs for mini-basketball players (8–9 years of age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load indicators</th>
<th>Universal training program (UTP)</th>
<th>Technical training program (TTP)</th>
<th>Integral training program (ITP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of training (numbers of time a week)</td>
<td>2 x 60 + 1 x 90</td>
<td>2 x 75 + 1 x 60</td>
<td>2 x 60 + 1 x 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of weeks of training</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of practices</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hours of training</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56.75</td>
<td>54.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content of training, hours (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm-up</td>
<td>8.8 (16%)</td>
<td>9.08 (16%)</td>
<td>8.68 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>5.34 (9.7%)</td>
<td>5.39 (9.5%)</td>
<td>5.05 (9.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral fitness</td>
<td>14.74 (26.8%)</td>
<td>16.17 (28.5%)</td>
<td>21.97 (40.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical fitness</td>
<td>11.17 (20.3%)</td>
<td>4.31 (7.6%)</td>
<td>3.96 (7.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical fitness</td>
<td>11.17 (20.3%)</td>
<td>17.42 (30.7%)</td>
<td>10.47 (19.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical fitness</td>
<td>3.8 (6.9%)</td>
<td>4.37 (7.7%)</td>
<td>4.12 (7.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of games</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predominant microcycle</td>
<td>1–1+1–1+1–2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Distribution of different types of preparation in different training programs
Testing physical fitness

20 m running test (Parizkova & Adamec, 1980). The test objective was to determine and assess the acceleration and locomotive speed of young basketball players. At the beginning and at the end of the 20 m distance, there were photo-electric cells connected to an electronic timer (Powertimer Testing System, NewTest, Tampere, Finland). The starting position was 70 cm from the first photocell. Two trials were performed with a recovery of approximately 3 min in between. The best running time was used for analysis.

Illinois agility test (Curetin, 1951). The test objective was to determine and assess general agility. Two optical sensors (at the start line and the finish of the distance) were connected with the electronic timer, electronic control and measurement panel, connecting cable (NewTest, Finland), and six landmarks. The starting position was 70 cm from the first photocell. Two trials were performed with a recovery of approximately 3 min in between. The best running time was used for analysis.

Vertical jump with swings the arms backward test (Sargent, 1921). The test objective was to determine and assess the power of extensor muscles of legs of basketball players, vertical jump. The tested player stood on a contact plate Kistler. They concentrated, squats until their knees formed a 135-degree angle (measured using the goniometer) and waving the hands tried to jump into the air as high as they could. The tested player attempted the three times with 60 s breaks between the attempts. The best attempt (cm) was recorded.

6 min running test (Bolonchuk, 1971). The test objective was to determine and assess general stamina. Test was performed on a basketball court. Without any command the tested player began running towards the baseline, plants one foot on a baseline and runs back. They ran back and forth for 6 min and try to run as longer distance as possible. The information on the remaining time was communicated with one minute intervals whereas the last 10 s were calculated loudly. A command “stop” was given after a 6-min period and the tested player has to stop instantly. A stop place of each tested player was notified in a special protocol and the distance run throughout the period is calculated. One researcher was registering a distance run by 1–2 players, whereas a test could be performed simultaneously by 8–10 tested players. A distance (m) run by the player in 6 min time.

Testing technical fitness

Control dribble test (Johnson & Nelson, 1986). The test objective was to measure ball-handling skills while moving. Six cones were set up in the free-throw lane of a basketball court to provide obstacles. On the signal “Ready, go” the performer started dribbling with the non-dominant hand from the non-dominant hand side of stand A to the non-dominant hand side of stand B (left-handed dribble). Three timed trials are given. Recovery between trials was 5 min. The best result was used for analysis.

20 m basketball dribbling test (Matulaitis, 2013). The test objective was to establish and assess the speed of players while dribbling a ball. At the beginning and at the end of the 20 m distance, there were photo-electric cells connected to an electronic timer (Powertimer Testing System, NewTest, Tampere, Finland). The starting position was 70 cm from the first photocell. Two trials were performed with a recovery of approximately 3 min in between. The best running time was used for analysis.

Shooting from close to the basket test (Johnson & Nelson, 1986). The test objective was to determine and assess the players’ shooting consistency from different positions of the basketball court, dribbling skills and agility of the players. Five positions were marked close to the basket (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) from which the player had to shoot the ball. The positions w distanced at 2.74 m from the basket. The distance of positions 1 and 5 were measured from the perpendicular of the basket construction, whereas the distance of positions 2, 3 and 4 – from the perpendicular of the middle of the basketball rim. Upon the signal the player shot the ball to the basket from the selected position, ran toward the basket, took the ball and dribbled it to the next position, from which they shot it again. The drill was repeated until the time allocated for the drill ended. The time allocated for the test was 60 s. A player was awarded 2 points for a successful shot and 1 point was awarded for unsuccessful shot if the ball was shot correctly and the ball fell at the rim from the above. Test was attempted three times: the first was a pilot attempt, whereas the second and the third were recorded. The break between second and third attempts was 7–8 min. The best attempt was recorded for the analysis purposes. The points
were not awarded in case of technical errors (e.g. dribbling the ball), when the shots were performed incorrectly, the shots were taken from the same position twice or when the line of the position was crossed. In such cases the shot had to be performed from the same position.

**Statistical data analysis** was performed using SPSS V.19 and Office Excel 2016 program. The calculations included the determination of the arithmetic average, standard deviation, the reliability of the differences between averages in accordance with the Student’s criterion for independent samples (that the normality of the distribution was tested by applying Kolmogorov–Smirnov criterion). In the assessment of the reliability of the results, the difference was deemed to be statistically significance where \( p < .05 \) (the reliability of 95%). In order to evaluate the reproducibility of the test results the intraclass correlation coefficient (Cohen, 1988) was calculated. The difference in the results of various tests and body composition indices between different training programs were evaluated with respect to the effect size (Hopkins, 2006). The effect size was assessed using the Hopkins (2002) scale (< 0.2 trivial; 0.2–0.6 – small; 0.6–1.2 – average; 1.2–2.0 large; > 2.0 very large).

**RESULTS**

**Physical fitness**

**Speed.** Before the study, the indicators of speed (20 m running test) of mini-basketball players in all of the training programs were similar; UTP – 4.21 ± 0.26 s, TTP – 4.12 ± 0.21 s, ITP – 4.10 ± 0.37 s. A conclusion was made after the study that the indicators of speed of mini-basketball players improved the most in UTP – 1.9%, ITP – 0.49%, TTP – 0.24% (Figure 2).

**Agility.** Before the study, the indicators of agility (Illinois agility test) of youth basketball players were similar: UTP – 23.04 ± 1.5 s, TTP – 22.46 ± 1.21 s, ITP – 21.55 ± 2.08 s. A conclusion was made after the study that the indicators of agility of youth basketball players improved the most in UTP – 4.99% \( (p < .05) \), TTP – 1.9%, ITP – 0.28% (Figure 3).

**Speed strength.** Before the study, the indicators of vertical jump with wings the arms backward of mini-basketball players were similar – UTP – 26.31 ± 4.39 cm, TTP – 27.81 ± 3.11 cm, ITP – 24.55 ± 5.39 cm. After four months, it was determined that the indicators of jumping ability improved the most in TTP – 4.64%, UTP – 0.22%, ITP – 8.55% (Figure 4).

**Endurance.** Before the study, the indicators of endurance (6-minute running test) of mini-basketball players were similar in all of the training programs – UTP – 784 ± 104.83 m, TTP – 703.62 ± 101.3 m, ITP – 817.38 ± 110.14 m. After the study, it was determined that the indicators of endurance improved the most in TTP – 5.64%, indicators fell in UTP – 2.93% and ITP – 0.36% (Figure 5).
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### Notes

- * $p < .05$ – statistically significant difference,
- # $0.2–0.6$ – small,
- ### $0.60–1.19$ – average ES

Comparing the indicators of mini-basketball players before and after the study.

**Figure 3.** Indicators of Illinois agility test (s) of mini-basketball players aged 8–9 years

**Figure 4.** Indicators of vertical jump swinging the arms backward (cm) of mini-basketball players aged 8–9 years

**Figure 5.** Indicators of 6 min running test (m) of mini-basketball players aged 8–9 years

### Notes

- # $0.2$ – trivial,
- ## $0.2–0.6$ – small ES comparing the indicators of mini-basketball players before and after the study.
**Technical fitness**

**Dribble.** Before the study, the indicators of dribbling (control dribble test) of mini-basketball players were similar: UTP – 12.01 ± 1.60 s, TTP – 11.62 ± 1.09 s, ITP – 11.47 ± 2.03 s. After the study, it was determined that the indicators of the test of changing direction when dribbling improved the most in UTP – 10.91% (p < .05), TTP – 3.79% (p < .05), ITP – 3.92% (Figure 6).

The indicators of ball handling (20m dribbling test) were similar in all training programs: UTP – 4.87 ± 0.54 s, TTP – 4.85 ± 0.45 s, ITP – 4.81 ± 0.81 s. After the study, it was determined that the indicators of 20m dribbling test of youth basketball players improved the most in UTP – 3.7% (p < .05), TTP – 1.03%, ITP – 3.33%.

**Shooting.** Before the study, the indicators of jump-shots (close-range shot test) of youth basketball players were similar – UTP – 13.42 ± 3.87 pts, TTP – 14.77 ± 5.15 pts, ITP – 13.77 ± 5.70 pts. After the study, it was determined that the indicators of close-range shots of youth basketball players improved the most in UTP – 21.06% (p < .05) and ITP – 8.69% training programs. The indicators varied the least in TTP – 7.69% (Figure 8).
DISCUSSION

Peculiarities of physical fitness. The physical fitness of basketball players and the change of it can be objectively determined and evaluated by knowing and understanding the criteria of the main components of physical fitness: speed, strength, endurance and agility (Klimantowicz, 1999). We determined that after four months, the indicators of physical fitness for mini-basketball players improved the most by using the Universal Training Programme and improved the least by using the Integral Training Program.

A 20-meter running test was used to determine and evaluate speed (Drinkwater, Hopkins, McKenna, Hunt, & Pyne, 2007; Hopker, Coleman, Wiles, & Galbraith, 2009). It was determined that the indicators of examined basketball players and those of other scientists (Matulaitis, 2013; A. Viru, Laaneots, Karelson, Smirnova, & M. Viru, 1998) are similar. It was determined that agility improved the most by using the Universal Training Programme.

Individual growth (Malina et al., 2004) and the content of the training programs (Trninic, Dizdar & Luksic, 2002) we have applied might have had an impact on the change of the quickness and agility indicators of children. According to scientists (Kollias, Hatzitaki, Papaakouvou, & Giatsis, 2001; Tomioka, Owings, & Grabiner, 2001), agility (speed strength) is an integral ability of movement that depends on other abilities – strength, speed and coordination. While studying the indicators of the high jump with arms up test, we determined that it improved the most in Integral Training Program. By comparing the high jump with arms up test indicators of the basketball players we studied and those of other authors (Drinkwater et al., 2007; Matulaitis, 2013), we discovered that youth basketball players in this study corresponded to a good level of preparation.

Peculiarities of technical fitness. The technical preparation tests (Johnson & Nelson, 1986; Ljach, 2007) show the peculiarities of different technical actions of basketball players by which we can determine and evaluate the technical preparation level of basketball players (Apostolidis, Nassis, Bolatoglou, & Geladas, 2004). The exercising of technical skills is mostly related to the skills of movement (Karpowicz, 2006). We ascertained that after four months, the indicators of technical preparation for youth basketball players improved the most by using the Universal Training Programme ($p < .05$). It was determined that the indicators of changing-direction-when-dribbling-test improved the most by using UTP. The indicators of dribbling-the-ball-for-20-meters test improved the most by using UTP and ITP. While evaluating the indicators of our tests of changing-direction-when-dribbling and dribbling-the-ball-for-20-meters and those of other scientists, it was determined that the exploratory basketball players in this study corresponded to a good level of preparation (Matulaitis et al., 2019). The main aim of all the shooting tests is to determine
the precision of the shooting ability (Matulaitis, 2013). It was determined that the indicators of all the shooting tests allow determining the technical preparation level of the players (Pojskic, Šeparovic, & Užičanin, 2011). By analysing the indicators of close-range shooting tests, it was discovered that at the start of the study, the indicators were worse than those of peers, but the indicators at the end of the study corresponded to a good level of preparation (Matulaitis et al., 2019).

CONCLUSIONS

It was determined that the level of technical and physical preparation of mini-basketball players participating in the study improved and corresponded to a good level of preparation. Different training programs had a different impact on physical and technical fitness. We ascertained that the indicators of technical and athletic preparation of mini-basketball players mostly increased during the four months of using the Universal Training Programme in which three types of preparation prevailed: integral fitness – 26.8% physical fitness – 20.3%, technical fitness – 20.3%.
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